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Abstract: Air pollution monitoring is the most relevant concept in present scenario growing population and Industries. Air pollution monitoring starts from conventional way to the most sophisticated technology has been used to monitor the air quality. Having said that we cannot deny the fact that the fresh air is necessary for all human being, for that various technology has been used and some of this technology is really useful in order to provide a real time air quality data. Aim of this paper is to highlight some technology which is used for air pollution monitoring and how effective of these technologies are and identify the important research in this important area.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Environmental monitoring is a systematic approach for observing and studying the condition of environment. For the healthy human being they require to breath in a clean air but due to increasing the transportation system fresh air get polluted and concentration decreases. Transport vehicles make the impact on environment in which we live. Increase in vehicle gives rise to increasing traffic related pollutant emission. Therefore, to track the effect of this pollution on environment and health of individual it is necessary to track the level of pollution in urban and sub urban areas. Many health hazard issues are arising from air pollution. Major source of air pollution is road traffic emission which emits the 98% of CO and 78% of NO. Therefore, air quality monitoring is needed in order to provide useful information about the pollution and can take required important measures to compensate the negative impact whenever it is necessary. The purpose of monitoring the air quality is not only to collect the data but also provide the information which is required by the scientist, planners, policy makers to make a decision on improving and managing the environment. The main purpose of air quality monitoring network is to record the concentration of pollution and other parameter related to the pollution and provide these information or data to the population and have precautions against the any danger.

II. NEED OF MONITORING

Clean air is vital need for every human being. Polluted air causes many health problems and several damages. Therefore to make any step ahead of controlling the pollution rate it is necessary to monitor the air quality which may help us to make a right decision at right time. There are various causes of increasing the pollution such as smoke automobile exhaust, chemical discharge from industries, radioactive substance etc; these are main reason of decreasing the quality of air. The main gases which directly affect the human health are carbon monoxide (CO), hydrogen sulphide, sulphur dioxide (SO2),Nitrogen dioxide(NO2) and the main contribution of these gases are traffic related pollutant emission. Huge efforts are required to improve the quality of air in both outdoor and indoor environment.

Monitoring of environment has been controlled from manual to the automatic control step by step. There are various improvement in the instrument of environment monitoring but still cannot meet the cruel environment [2]. Due to growing pollutions and industries level of harmful gases like carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, nitrogen oxide increases which decreases the balance of flora and fauna. The most affected living is bird flying in the air. Also this leads to unpredicted harmful acid rain.

III. RELATED WORK

A. Technique used for pollution monitoring

Previously the air pollution monitoring is done via computerized tomography technique which generate a two dimensional map of pollutant concentration. It provides a many advantages over the differential absorption method. In this system there is a single laser source located at the centre of the area. This laser beam is rotated and directed towards the circumference of the circle. There is a cylindrical mirror so that incident laser beam is reflected in a fan beam over angle across the circle. The beam from the mirrors is the circular region and strikes a set of detectors lie in same plane parallel to the ground. This technique focus on lower transmitted laser energy increasing the range and ability to monitor the area that contains several pollutant sources [3].

Another way of monitoring the air pollution is via the online GPRS sensors array which has been designed, implemented and tested. This system unit that consists at a single chip of microcontroller and a pollution server which is a high end personal application server with a internet connectivity where the mobile data acquisition unit that collect the pollution level & pack it into a frame with GPS location, date and time. This frame is uploaded to the GPRS modem and transmitted to the pollution server via the public mobile network. A data base server which is attached to the pollution level which is used by the various client. Pollution server for storing the pollution level which is used by the various clients. Pollution server having a interfaced with the Google map to provide a real time pollutants level as well as the location in large metropolitan area [4].
B. Wireless sensor network for real time monitoring

A distributed infrastructure consists of a wireless sensor network and grid computing technology for air pollution monitoring as well as mining. However, the two layer network architecture and peer to peer e-science grid architecture and distributed data mining algorithms are used in order to collect the data and tiny operating system is used to examine the operation and performance of the wireless sensor network [5].

Wireless sensor network is the great achievement in this field.

An effective solution for the pollution monitoring using a wireless sensor network to provide a real time pollution data. The various gases like CO2, NO2 are calibrated by using a appropriate calibration technologies and these pre-calibrated sensors are integrated with the wireless sensor using a multi hop data aggregation algorithm. A light weight middleware and web interface in order to view the one pollution data in the form of charts and number. It is also available on the internet. The other parameters like temperature and humidity are also sensed along with the gas concentrations which enable the data analysis through the data fusion techniques this system provide accurate pollutant data [6].

The air quality monitoring system combines with the virtual instrument technology & frequency hopping communication technology to achieve the wireless data transmission. By using a spectrum hole detection specimens that adjust a carrier frequency according to the result & made a full use of available radio spectrum with this specimen there is no signal interference during the wireless transmission process & the system can receive the real time information effectively and the gas concentration can show clearly and easy to read by the end user [10].

The air quality monitoring station are used to monitor the quality of air but most of this method are expensive and provide a low resolution sensing data and these stations are less densely deployed therefore the system consist of sensor mode gateway and back end platform controlled by the lab view program through which the data can be stored in the database the system deployed to the main road in the city to monitor the carbon monoxide concentration caused by the vehicle emission the advantages of these wireless sensor network is that it is easy to set up, inexpensive and also provide a real time data[8].

The system in which several monitoring station communicate wirelessly with the backend server using machine to machine communication & each station equipped with the metro logical sensor and gaseous sensor for data logging and wireless communication capabilities. The backend server collects the real time data from station and converts it in to the information which is used by the user through the web portals and mobile application [9].

The small scale of wireless sensor station to communicate with the backend server and provide their measurement in a real time however the collected data are process and analyse in order to provide these data in different format to the end user [10].

Different types of gas sensor like MQ 5, MQ 7, MQ 135, MQ 1 can be installed on a tree, pole, or it can also be attached to bird which flies over large area of places. GPS tracking satellites can be connected to it in order to track the places visited by the bird and recorded value of gas levels at difference altitude, time, season, whether area is crowded, area is occupied with large factories in that case the pollutant gases level will exponentially increase over time in the hours of operable conditions and then decrease gradually to its minimum level.

In case of balloon initially it will float at the altitude at which volume of air displaced by it is equal to its weight.

\[
\text{Lift} = V \times (D(\text{outside}) - D(\text{inside}))
\]

\[
V = \text{Volume of balloon}
\]

\[
D(\text{outside}) = \text{Density of gas outside balloon}
\]

\[
D(\text{inside}) = \text{Density of gas inside balloon}
\]

The position of balloon will again change depending upon direction of wind increase of water vapour in the air due to rain/moist air.

For the supply of power to sensors we can either use small solar cell or chunk of batteries which will last for at least a year. The battery should be efficient and long lasting. It should be water, dust resistant and should be firmly attached to balloon.

C. Centralized monitoring

Different sensors are deploying to the different region and each sensor has to send their recorded information to server so that the end user can easily see the pollution information in the different area. Centralize monitoring ensure the quality, improve the ability and integrity of data. Collected data are uploaded to the cloud dataset so that it can be analyze or viewed for future use and also for future predictions. All these uploaded data are managed in database management system over the centralize database with this available information the user can search the record.

D. Pollution level monitor over the google map
The main objective of monitoring is to display the collected information in user friendly format. The mobile application and websites are developing in order to display the real time data that contains previous history and recent measurement of pollution level. Only the authorized user can access the website which is easily available to the public when the permission is granted. Website allows displaying the different level of pollution in different area over the Google map with the help of internet connectivity it is possible to display the different level of pollution at different area on the Google map [11]. We can also connect the sensors with the balloons and leave it in the atmosphere so that the sensors is floating in the top most part of atmosphere and the air conditions at that altitude can be monitored by data given by sensors.

E. Types of sensor

There are different types of sensors are available for collecting the atmospherically data. Such as Temperature sensor, Humidity sensor, Rain sensor, Gas Sensor etc... different types of gas sensors are available to collect the different gases from the road traffic emission such as CO2 sensor, NO2 sensor, SO2 sensor etc. Wireless sensor network built a node where each node is connected to one sensor. With the additional sensors may help to enhance the network and monitoring the additional pollutants. With the help of sensors it may possible to collect the environment related information. It is deployed in several cities to monitor the concentration of dangerous gases for citizen. Air quality measurement can process and presented in a real time to the end user in a friendly format to spread environmental awareness among the population and allow taking appropriate precaution when it is needed.

IV. CONCLUSION

To monitor the air pollution with the wireless sensor network it has got several benefits over the traditional environment. Wireless sensor network has its own advantage such as low cost, easy to setup and provide a real time pollutant data. Monitoring stations which are used to analyze and collect the real time pollutant data from the road traffic emission. To view and interpret the pollution levels from different area of glance is a difficult task and it requires a large framework system and proper management but if system can segment the pollution level as per the area so it can be better monitored and better solution can be provided. In future, the system can also use drone for the recording of pollution values effectivel
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